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Rock Solid

One of the least commented-upon aspects of the current war in Ukraine is how

frequently so many experts have managed to get things wrong. This may be unfair.

But the truth is that on some of the big questions the commentariat has quite

frequently failed. Thus we were told by most analysts on the eve of Russia’s

invasion that it would not happen. The French certainly did not think so. Nor did the

BBC, one of whose better correspondents even provided �ve reasons explaining

why. Three days later Putin sent in the troops.[1]

There was, as we know, an interesting exception to this rule: namely the US

intelligence community who managed to get it right. Unfortunately, though, having

initially argued that the war would happen, it then got it wrong by insisting that

‘Putin would quickly conquer Ukraine’. Indeed, according to one source, the CIA

‘was so pessimistic about Ukraine’s chances that o�cials told President Joe Biden
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and other policymakers that the best they could expect was that remnants of

Ukraine’s defeated forces would mount an insurgency, a guerrilla war against the

Russian occupiers’ once the occupation had occurred.[2]

This in turn led to another dubious prediction: that Russia, having been outfought

and outsmarted by Ukrainians on the road to Kyiv would quickly fold with Putin

either losing power or Russia itself imploding.[3] This did not happen of course; nor

was it ever likely to. There have been rumours galore about Putin’s state of mind

and his isolation within the Kremlin itself. Even so, not only does he look like

maintaining a very �rm grip on power, but the system itself — through a toxic

combination of repression and patriotic propaganda — has managed to soldier on.

[4] Russia may not be winning on the battle�eld. Thousands have died or been

injured. A million or more Russians have left. But Putin himself has never looked

like a man about to pack his bags before going into exile while the �ames licked

around the Kremlin.[5]

Finally, whatever Putin may have got wrong militarily, he has managed to do

something many western analysts thought very unlikely: namely keep the Russian

economy on the road in spite of western sanctions.[6] The economic outlook may

not be rosy. Some even think the economy can only go one way and that is

downwards. However, even those who accept that the long term prospects are not

good, still agree that there is ‘no sign’ as yet that Russia’s ‘economic di�culties are

bad enough to pose a short-term threat’ to its ‘ability to wage war’.[7]

 

Was Xi fooled?

But what about Russia’s most signi�cant international partner: China?[8] Here

again a number of experts — though by no means all — have never quite faced up

to something that by the beginning of 2022 should have been self-evident: that the

relationship between China and Russia was as ‘rock solid’ as its respective leaders

claimed, Even that famous meeting between Putin and Xi in February 2022 did not

seem to change the narrative for many. On the contrary, while Xi and Putin were

clinking their glasses in Beijing and declaring a ‘no limits’ partnership, some

pundits continued to insist this should all be taken with a pinch of salt.[9]

Nor it was suggested would China be prepared to sacri�ce its important

relationship with Ukraine by backing Russia. In fact, even before the war Beijing

was according to one source being put in a ‘tough spot’ by Putin.[10] Beijing, we
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were then told, became even more agitated when Moscow then decided to invade

its neighbour. One pundit even claimed that China would never be able to ‘condone’

such an invasion.[11] Nor was Xi likely to given the rumour that he had been

‘fooled’ by his wily Russian friend.[12] With the costs rising and the UN in uproar

about the invasion, Beijing it seemed had only one option left to it: to press for an

immediate cease�re. If Xi was, as reported to be as ‘pained’ as he was to see the

‘�ames of war ignited’ again in Europe’, then it was only a matter of time before

this particular war of choice was brought to an end.[13]

Nothing of the sort happened of course, and as the war moved from failed

blitzkrieg in February to a long bloody slog, China not only continued to provide

signi�cant political cover for Russia, but made it clear to all those who might have

thought otherwise that it was not about to throw its best friend Putin under the

bus.[14] As a leading academic expert on China put it, ‘China’s policy’ in the war

was to declare its neutrality, support Putin, and hopefully pay ‘no price’ for doing

so.[15] Others were more cynical still arguing that not only was the price China

paying much less signi�cant than often claimed, but the bene�ts it was

accumulating as a result of the con�ict not insigni�cant. NATO may well have

become more united than ever with western public opinion fast turning against

China. Yet with West tied down in a long war whose economic and political costs

were escalating by the day, there was every chance that the con�ict in Ukraine

would in time bene�t Beijing. As one rather blunt headline published out of the

Higher School of Economics in Moscow suggested, ‘Ukraine’s losses’ would soon

translate into ‘China’s gains’.[16]

 

Tricky relationship?

This however did not convince the sceptics. If, after all, the partnership had always

been a ‘tricky’ one[17] struck by two very different global actors with quite ‘different

views of world order’[18], it followed that underlying differences between the two

would emerge the longer the con�ict ground on. This certainly seemed to be the

view of a number of journalists working for a leading western newspaper. As they

made clear in a well researched and engaging article published in early 2023, a

‘fundamental reset’ by China looked to be very much on the cards. Indeed one year

into the con�ict, China they claimed had become so disillusioned with Putin that it

was striving ‘to put clear daylight’ between itself and Moscow. Nor was this mere

guesswork. On the contrary: ‘several Chinese o�cials in private conversations’ had
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‘reassured’ the newspaper that big shifts were afoot.[19] “Buyer’s Remorse” it

seemed was at last beginning to set in.

Few can doubt that the war in Ukraine has caused Beijing some embarrassment as

Putin himself admitted when he met Xi in September 2022.[20] Yet it is one thing

to admit of problems. It is quite another to conclude that these are likely to lead to

any signi�cant change in the relationship. Speculating about China rolling back on

its ‘unconditional support’ for Russia may make for a stimulating debate.[21]

Insisting, as some have done, that Russia has become an ‘albatross’ around Xi

Jinping’s neck is certainly an eye-catching headline. The problem however is that

there is little to indicate that Xi has ever looked like putting clear blue water

between China and Russia or thought of his Russian partner as being a weight

around the neck of China. If anything, the longer the con�ict has gone on the

stronger the relationship seems to have become and the more committed Xi to it.

[22]

 

Deepening ties

One fairly clear indicator of the solid nature of the relationship has been trade.

Many thought it might fall because of the war. In reality it rose by 30% during 2022

with Russia becoming the largest supplier of crude oil for China, and China

emerging as the major source of chips for Russia despite Western sanctions.[23]

China and Russia meanwhile are in the �nal stages of building a pipeline that will

send gas from Siberia to Shanghai. Both countries have also been busily engaged

in constructing two bridges across the river Amur[24]; they have also maintained

the closest of diplomatic and personal ties since the war began with China it is

rumoured spending billions on promoting a pro-Russian line.[25]

Much of course has been made of the fact that under pressure from the

Americans China thus far has desisted in supplying Russia with arms. Yet this

ignores the rather more obvious fact that over a twenty year period the two have

become serious military partners holding somewhere close to thirty military

exercises between 2003 and the summer of 2021.[26] Moreover, far from this

partnership fading during the course of the war it has remained remarkably robust.

Thus two major exercises were held in the second half of 2022 — one in

September and another in December — and yet a third off South Africa (and

including South Africa) in February 2023. Whether or not this added up to alliance-
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like behaviour remains a matter of some conjecture amongst experts.

Nonetheless, as a Chatham House study pointed out, whatever word pundits might

like to use to describe the relationship, there was no doubting the signi�cance of

their military partnership with even more cooperation promised in the future.[27]

Meantime, even if China still seemed reluctant to provide Russia with more arms,

the arms trade between the two remained signi�cant.[28] Even during 2022 when

China was claiming to be neutral in the war, it was rumoured that one Chinese

defence contractor company sent at least a ‘dozen shipments including helicopter

parts and air-to-ground radio equipment to a state-backed Russian �rm sanctioned

by the US’.[29] Nor can China’s o�cially stated reluctance to supply Russia with

military support be absolutely guaranteed for ever, especially if Beijing felt Moscow

was about to lose the war. It may or may not have been signi�cant but when

China’s foreign minister hinted that if the US was able to support Taiwan militarily

then what was wrong with China doing the same for Russia, some began

wondering if a change in declared policy was about to take place?[30] Certainly

sections of the US policy elite thought so, though it remained to be seen whether

their fears (based on what they claimed was good intelligence) turned out to be

true or was just another way of putting pressure on Beijing.[31]

Finally, if the ties between the two countries were showing signs of fraying around

the edges there was little proof of this in terms of the way in which Xi and Putin

continued to engage each other.[32] Eating ice cream and cooking together may

just be stage acts designed to give the impression that all is well; and as we have

constantly been reminded there is no such thing as a friendship without ‘limits’[33]

But these limits have done nothing thus far to upset this ‘bromance’ between the

two leaders. Meeting forty times over the course of ten years may not be proof

they are actually ‘best friends’. On the other hand, it would indicate that the

relationship between the two is a rather special one.[34]

For Part 2, click here.
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